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Abstract: In this paper we prove that compact conformally flat cohomogeneity one hypersurfaces of “I?“+‘. 
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1. Introduction 
A hypersurface M” of Ii%“+’ is called a h?ipenvur-cr oj’revolution if it is left invariant by 
the action of the group SO (IZ)L of rigid motions of IL?+’ which fix a given straight line L. 
From the point of view of their intrinsic geometry, they have two important properties: they are 
conformally flat and cohomogeneity one manifolds. We recall that a Riemannian G-manifold is 
said to be of cohomogeneity One if the group G acts effectively and isometrically with principal 
orbits of codimension one. A Riemannian manifold M is conformally Jut if every point of M 
has a neighborhood conformally diffeomorphic to an open set of the Euclidean space ET’. 
It is easy to see that neither one of these two conditions alone implies that a hypersurface 
is of revolution. Additional sufficient conditions for such submanifolds to be hypersurfaces of 
revolution have been studied in [4] (for conformally flat manifolds), [9] and [3] (for cohomo-- 
treneity one manifolds). In this paper we will study compact hypersurfaces of dimension ?r 3 4 t 
which are simultaneously conformally flat and of cohomogeneity one. We will give a quite 
explicit family of such hypersurfaces which are not of revolution (Example 2, in Section 3). 
Further. we will prove that these examples are essentially unique in the sense that a compaci 
c~c~nformally,flat, cohomogeneity one hypersurface of dimension n 3 4 which is not congrueni 
to a hyperswface of the cited.family, is a hypersurjbce qf revolution. 
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2. Generalities and known facts 
In this section, we first recall some basic facts about conformally flat hypersurfaces and refer 
to [5] for proofs and further details. 
Let f : M” --+ IF+’ be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold, 6 a (local) 
unit normal field and AC,,, : T,M + T,M, At(,)(X) = -Dxt(x), the Weingarten operator 
(D is the Riemannian connection of EY+’ ). If y1 3 4, M’” is conformally flat if and only if it 
is quasi-umbilical, i.e., A,,,, has an eigenvalue, say h = h(x), of multiplicity at least (n - 1). 
Let us denote by /_L = p(x) the other eigenvalue. The distributions DA = Ker(At_ - h Id) and 
‘DD, = Ker(Ac - p Id) are well defined and differentiable outside the set of umbilic points, 
U = {x : A(x) = p(x)}. A standard application of the Codazzi equations implies that Dk is 
involutive and h is constant along the leaves of Dk. 
Let (~1, . . . , u,_l, t} be local coordinates such that the coordinate vector fields Vi := a/au; 
are in !Dk and T := a/at is in Dn,. The leaf & of DA through X, is totally umbilic in lR”+’ 
with Weingarten operators A, = hid and AolT = ah’(h - p))‘Id, where o = \ITjI-’ and 
h’ = ah/at. It follows then from the Gauss equation that S, has constant curvature given by 
/3’ = (A’)2a2(A - p>-’ + h2. (2.1) 
We will call S, the geometric sphere through X. Observe that if M” is compact then j? # 0. 
Therefore from (2.1) we conclude that h cannot be identically zero on an open set of A4 - U. 
Now, let M be a Riemannian manifold and Iso be the Lie group of all isometries of M. 
Let G be a connected and closed subgroup of Iso( We say that M is a cohomogeneity one 
Riemannian G-manifold if the minimal codimension of the orbits under the action of G is one. 
It follows from the general theory of G-manifolds, that for compact cohomogeneity one 
manifolds, all orbits have codimension 1 and are diffeomorphic to each other, except at most 
two, called singular orbits (they may still have codimension one but bigger isotropy). The 
non-singular orbits are called principal orbits and their union, denoted by Mreg, is the set of 
regular points. Notice that M,,, is dense in M. If x E Mreg, then there exists a unique geodesic, 
up to reparametrizations, y(t), with y(O) = x and y’(O) normal to its orbit C, in X. Such a 
geodesic meets all orbits ortogonally and is called normal geodesic. Moreover, the group G acts 
transitively on the set of normal geodesics and the whole Mn is the G-orbit of a normal geodesic. 
The reader is referred to [l] and [2] for the proofs of the quoted properties of cohomogeneity 
one manifolds. 
Recall that if .f : M” + Ii??+’ is an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold, we 
define the type number t(x) of ,f at x E M to be the rank of the Weingarten operator A, on 
T,M. The following fact about cohomogeneity one hypersurfaces will be used to prove our 
result in Section 4. 
Proposition 2.2. Let f : M” -+ JFP+’ be an isometric immersion of a cohomogeneity one 
Riemannian manifold. Then we have: 
a) If t(x) 3 2, then r is constant along the orbit C through x. 
b) qr(x) < I, then t(y) 6 1 for every y in the orbit C through x. 
c) If x is an umbilic non;flat point, then so is every point y in the orbit C through x. 
Proof. Let 3E : A’ + A’ be the symmetric curvature operator given by 
(X(X A Y). 2 A W) = (R(X. Y)W. Z) 
uhere R denotes the curvature tensor of M. The operators 2 and A, are related by the Gaus\ 
equation 
2(X A Y) = AC(X) A At(Y). 
Let (XI. . . X,,} be an orthonormal basis of T,M diagonalizing AC. Then the 2-forms X, A X, 
are eigenvectors of 2. The corresponding eigenvalues are the sectional curvatures of the plane, 
spanned by (Xi. X,; ). The Gauss equation implies that rank 2 = 4 r ( T - 1). Consider .\- E M 
and let C denote the orbit through x. Since rank 2 and its eigenvalues are constant along C, the 
result follows 
3. Hypersurfaces of revolution and examples 
Hypersurfaces of revolution are both conformally flat and of cohomogeneity one. In [ 41 do 
(‘arm0 and Dajczer proved that a conformally flat hypersurface of dimension 3 4, is (part of) a 
hypersurface of revolution if 0 # h # p and p = /L(A), i.e., EL is constant along the geometric 
spheres. If h # ,u, the condition p = p(h) is also necessary. We observe that this result is of 
local nature. 
It is known that for compuct cohomogeneity one hypersurfaces of dimension 3 4 a sufficient 
condition for being a hypersurface of revolution is either umbilicity of the principal orbits ot 
the constancy of their sectional curvatures (see [9] and 131). Each of such conditions is also 
necessary if we require not only to be a hypersurface of revolution but also that the orbits of C; 
coincide with the orbits of SU(n)L. This may not be t!re case as is shown by Example 1 below. 
We will describe now two examples, the first quite simple which explains the last assertion. and 
the second is basic for our purposes. For both we start with the group G = SO(2) x S 0 (17 -~ I ) 
acting canonically on BY+ = JR* x iR”-‘. This is a cohomogeneity two action of G in 2” ‘. 
I\ hich induces a cohomogeneity one action on the spheres centered at the origin. The principal 
orbits are product of circles with (n - 2)-spheres and the singular orbits are circles (contained 
in the first factor) or (17 - 2)-spheres (contained in the second factor). 
Example 1. The unit sphere in IP+’ is a conformally flat hypersurface which is of cohomo- 
geneity one under the action of G. Clearly it is a hypersurface of revolution but the principal 
orbits of G are neither umbilical nor of constant sectional curvatures. In fact we could take unv 
compact cohomogeneity two group of isometries of II%“+’ and get. as orbits, a homogeneous 
i\oparametric hypersurface of S”. 
Example 2. Consider again the above action of G in IR”+‘. Let {e, , . e,,+l } be the canon- 
ical basis of II%‘*+‘. We will write vectors in JR”+’ as (.Y. T), where x E span{rr. c’:}. J‘ c: 
span{e\. , ~,,+l]. Let us consider a circle t?? in the plane span{ei. e?) centered at (‘el with 
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radius h-’ < c. Letting G act on e we obtain a cohomogeneity one compact hypersurface M” 
whose geometry is described below. We will assume for simplicity that c = 2 and h = I. 
1. The singular orbits are the S0(2)-orbits in the plane span(q) Q} passing through the 
points el and 3ei. 
2. The orbit CCX,Y) through a regular point (x, y) E C’ is the product of a circle Ci of radius 
]]x]] and an (n - 2)-sphere C2 of radius ]]yll in the affine subspaces through (x, y) parallel to 
span(er, ez} and span{es, . . . , e,+i}, respectively. 
3. M” is the image of the map f : S’ x S’ x S”-* + IP+’ given by 
f(t, U, v) = ((sint + 2)u, cost v), 
t E [-n, n], u E S’ c R2, u E Se2 c II??‘. Notice that f sends fin x S’ x S”-* onto 
the singular orbits. For t # *in, the map f is an immersion onto Mreg. The induced metric in 
f-’ (Mreg) is given by 
dt* + (sin t + 2)* dai* + (cost)* da2*! 
where da12 and daz2 are the canonical metrics in S’ and Sn-2, respectively. 
4. M” is the zero set of the function g(x, y) = (]]x112 + ]IY]]~ - 5)2 - 16(1 - ]]yl12). This 
can be seen from the above parametrization or simply observing that g is S 0 (2) x S 0 (n - 2) 
invariant and the intersection with the plane spanned by ei , es is the union of the circles centered 
at f2ei with radius one. In particular, M” is a regular submanifold. 
5. M” is conformally flat. In fact, for a fixed u E S’, we have Ilf(t, u, u) - (2u, O)]I = 1. 
Hence f (t , u, u) describes a sphere of radius 1, centered at (2~) 0) in the hyperplane spanned 
by u and lR”-’ . Therefore M” is the tube of radius one around the circle (2u, 0) and hence 
conformally flat. A unit normal along Mreg is given by e = ((sin t)u, (cos t)v) and computing 
the eigenvalues of At we obtain h = 1, p = sin t/(sin t + 2). 
6. M” is therefore a compact, cohomogeneity one, conformally flat hypersurface but not 
a hypersurface of revolution since is not umbilical and the simple principal curvature is not 
constant along the geometric spheres. 
4. The theorem 
In this section we will give a proof of the following theorem announced in the introduction: 
Theorem. Let M”, n 3 4, be a compact conformally jat cohomogeneity one Riemannian 
manifold and f : M" + LW1 an isometric immersion. Then f (M") is either a hypersu$ace 
of revolution or congruent o one of the hypersur$aces constructed in Example 2. 
Proof. Let U be the set of umbilic points. If U = M then A4 is an n-dimensional sphere S” and 
then f (M") is of revolution. From now on we assume that M - ‘Ll is non-empty. 
Since M is conformally flat and n 3 4, there exists an almost umbilic point p E M. Moreover, 
because A4 is compact (hence not flat), we can suppose h(p) # 0, where h, as before, denotes the 
multiple eigenvalue. Finally, such a point p can be chosen in M,,,. The rank of the Weingarten 
operator At at such a point is at least 3. By continuity, rank AC 3 3 on a neighborhood V c Mreg 
of p and every point of x E V is almost umbilic. It follows from (2.2) that the same is true on 
r’ := G(V). A classical result of Beez and Killing (see [8. Vol. 2, p. 46, Corollary 6.5 1) implies 
that .f’j’. is rigid. Therefore, there exists a Lie group homomorphism 4 of G onto a subgroup G’ 
of the isometry group of IP+’ such that #(g),f(x) = f&x) for all g E G, x E r. Since M” is 
compact so are G and G’. From another result of Cartan (see [8, Vol. 2, p. 1 111) we conclude 
that G’ has a fixed point in R ‘+’ Then the orbit Z_, is mapped into a sphere S” centered at some . 
fixed point of G’ and is, by rigidity, a homogeneous isoparametric hypersurface of S”. Now we 
divide the rest of the proof in the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.1. Let x be a point in r and C,,. be the orbit through x. Then either E., is umhiliccrr 
or hrrs tww distinct principal cunlatures and one of them is .simple. 
Proof. Since .r is an almost umbilic point, let us consider S,, the geometric sphere through .Y. 
It‘ S, = C,. then clearly C, is umbilical. Suppose now that the orbit and the geometric sphere 
intersect ransversally at x’. Then A 1 c j-,x, is not umbilic. Let N be a unit normal to S” in JR”+‘, 
Since the immersion S” + IF!‘*+’ is umbilic, any orthonormal basis of T,.Y diagonalizes the 
Weingarten operator AN, in particular (X' , . . , X,,_’ , V) where X, is tangent to the orbit C. 
Then we have (Dx, N, V) = 0 for i = 1. . . . . n - 1 (D again is the canonical connection of‘ 
P“‘+’ ). Notice that N and V are local parallel normal sections of the immersion C + R”+‘, 
The operator ,4,,1 viewed as a Weingarten operator of this immersion has one eigenvalue of‘ 
multiplicity (n - I ) and this eigenvalue is constant along C. In addition, 6 and N are linearly 
independent, otherwise A,t IT, 1, would be umbilic. 
Let X be a tangent vector to M normal to the orbit and 8 the angle such that 
N := cos H 6 + sin H X V = -sinH< +cosH X 
a’ .Y. Ii’!, = g(.r) for some s E G, because we are identifying G with a subgroup of rigid motions 
ot R”” , the vectors N. V. X and c at J are images of an isometry of IP+’ and therefore the angle 
M IS constant on C. Using that 8 is constant, a straightforward computation from ( Dx, N, V) = 0. 
gives (Dx~<, X) = 0. Therefore the vectors X, can be chosen so that (XI. , X,,_ I. X) is an 
orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of AC. Then A: viewed as a Weingarten operator of the 
immersion C + lP+’ is also almost umbilic. Since the above immersion has flat normal 
connection, by the above. the orthonormal basis (XI, . . . . X,,_’ ) diagonalizes simultaneously 
the Weingarten operators in the N and 6 directions. It follows that the Weingarten operator in 
the 1’ direction has an eigenvalue of multiplicity (17 - 2). 
Proof. By the result of [3] quoted in Section 2, it is sufficient to prove that all principal orbits 
have constant sectional curvatures. Now, the assumption of the lemma implies that one principal 
orbit is an umbilical sphere in I!?+’ and hence a constant curvature sphere. Therefore all principal 
orbits are diffeomorphic to (n - I)-spheres. We claim that they are actually umbilical spheres. 
In fact, if x E r, then by Lemma 4.1, either E., is umbilical or has two distinct principal 
curvatures (as a hypersurface of the sphere). Since one is simple, C, would be covered by 
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S’ x S”-*, contradicting that C, is diffeomorphic to a sphere. Now we consider the set Ua 
of non-flat umbilic points. Let x be a regular point in the interior of Ua and let e be the 
connected component of x in Ua. Then t? is part of a sphere and since the immersion is rigid 
in a connected neigborhood of e, all principal orbits through points in e are homogeneus 
isoparametric hypersurfaces of this sphere. Further, they are homogeneous with respect to the 
same group of isometries of JlV+l .Therefore, it is enough to show that one of such principal 
orbits is umbilical. In fact, since h is a non-zero constant in (3, a boundary point ~0 of (5’ is 
also a boundary point of F. This implies by Lemma 4.1 that arbitrarily close to ~0, there exist 
orbits which are umbilical in IR ‘+I. Hence they are spheres of positive constant curvature. By 
continuity, the orbits in e near ~0 have positive curvature. Now we aplly to them the well known 
Cartan’s formula for isoparametric hypersurfaces of spheres, namely 
Cmi 
c + 3Lihj 
=o 
i#j 
hi - hj 
where c is the constant curvature of the sphere, h 1, . . . , A, are the distinct principal curvatures of 
multiplicity ??li, i = 1, . . . , g (see for instance [6]). Since, by the Gauss equation, the sectional 
curvatures of the planes spanned by the principal directions are given by c + h;hj , the positivity 
of them implies that orbits near ~0 are umbilical. Hence, all principal orbits in e are umbilical 
spheres. 
Now we were left with the set 0 = {Z : h(z) = 0). This is a maximal flat subset of M 
hence G-invariant. Let z be an interior point. It follows from the remark below (2.1) that all the 
interior points of 0 must be totally geodesic. The connected components are then open parts 
of hyperplanes. Therefore, a principal orbit through a point in the interior of (3 is a compact 
homogeneous hypersurface of a Euclidean space and hence a constant curvature sphere, by a 
theorem of Kobayashi (see [7]). For the principal orbits on the boundary of 0, a simple limiting 
argument implies also constant sectional curvatures. 
Before stating the next lemma, we point out that it follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 that 
either C, = S, for all nonumbilic regular points or they intersect orthogonally for all such 
points. 
Lemma 4.3. Iffor all points x E MIeg - ‘U we have C, # S,, then f (M”) is congruent o the 
hypersurface described in Example 2. 
Proof. Let x E Mreg with 0 # h(x) # p(x). Let us consider a neighborhood V of x saturated 
by geometric spheres (i.e., if y E V, S, c 17). We have then that 0 # h(y) # p(y) for every 
y E V by continuity and because h is constant along S,. We claim that h is actually constant in 
V. In fact, f]v is rigid, since A. # 0. Therefore the action of G on F = G(V) is induced by the 
action of a group of rigid motions of IR H’ In particular, the principal curvatures are constant . 
along the orbits. But the orbits are tranversal to the geometric spheres and then h is constant in 
IZ independent directions, hence constant in 17. Since the Weingarten operator of S, in M” is a 
multiple of A’(A - p)-l Id, it follows that the geometric spheres are totally geodesic. Let y be a 
normal geodesic with y (0) = x. The proof of Lemma 4.1 shows that y’(O) is then tangent o the 
geometric sphere S, . Since S, is totally geodesic in Mn , y is a geodesic of S, and hence a plane 
circle in IV+l. But M” is the G-orbit of )/, and by Proposition 2.2, the action of G preserves 
non-flatness and umbilicity. Therefore 0 # h(y) # p(y), for all 4’ E M”. In particular. ,f’ is 
(globally) rigid and without umbilics. The latter fact implies that M” is, up to a double covering, 
diffeomorphic to S’ x S”-’ (see [5]). From the first fact we conclude that G may be identified 
with a compact group G’ of isometries of JPzf ’ whose orbits in lPf are, up to a rigid motion, the 
orbits of the canonical action of SO(2) x SO@ - 1). Therefore, in order to conclude the proof, 
it it enough now to show that the geodesic y is exactly in the position described in Example 2. 
This is an easy consequence of the following two facts: 
I . There must be singular orbits, otherwise, from the general theory of transformation groups, 
M” would tibre over S’ with fibre S’ x S”-* contradicting the fact that M” is diffeomorphic to 
Sl x SW 1. 
2. The singular orbits are either S”s or SnP”s since the orbits under the action of G and 
SO(2) x SO(17 - 1) are the same. Let Ci, i = 1,2, be the (necessary two) singular orbits. 
Then M” is union of two disk bundles over CI and IZ;z respectively, glued together along the 
common boundary, C,. x E Mreg. Since C, is diffeomorphic to S’ x S+*, both orbits have to 
be &cles otherwise M” would be simply connected, by Seifert-Van Kampen Theorem. 
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